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Abstract  

The presented paper aims to evoke the feminine stereotypes based on diverse historical sources 
research, focusing on their role within Cape Verdean Ancient Regime’s society. At same time, 
the conducted research aims to give voice to this particular enslaved society back then and their 
major players, turning visible a period of history that has been voided by older historians. 
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Historical data on women do not abound in archival documentation, especially during the period 

known as the Ancient Regime, that is, the fifteenth to eighteenth centuries, and in an imperial 

geographical context as peripheral as the islands of Cape Verde. However, what can be gathered 

from the historical documentation for the chronology delimited for this study allows us to 
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categorize them, in a first approach, into three distinct social groups to which the title in 

question corresponds. This does not mean that there are no women whose socio-economic 

situation does not fall into the categories mentioned, and are in the intermediate areas of their 

coverage, as this study will show. In fact, these three social categories make explicit the situation 

of women before the law in force in the island community where a slave-type society was 

established from the late fifteenth century. Initially demarcated by two ethnic and social strata, 

the minority group of white masters and the majority of black slaves, was a society that was 

demographically unbalanced in terms of gender but also in terms of gender division and, in a 

gendered approach that is intended for this purpose study, a society demarcated by the 

existence of few white women and countless black slaves; but soon this binomial broke up and 

a new social group broke out, the forros/forras, revolutionizing the status quo. 

The term Dona preceding the female first name, written in full or in monogram, was a clear 

indicator of the privileged social status that this woman occupied in the island society of the 

Ancient Regime. In the initial phase of community formation, the donas are white women. The 

first to appear in the documentation is Dona Branca de Aguiar, daughter of António de Noli (or 

Nole), one of the discoverers of Santiago Island and the first captain of the Ribeira Grande donor. 

Little is known about her, except that she had no siblings and so inherited the captaincy, but 

because she was a woman, the heiress of Ribeira Grande could not manage it. Therefore, in 

confirming his inheritance1 in 1497, the king Manuel I tried to appoint him a consort, nobleman 

of the royal house, named Jorge Correia, who was to administer the captaincy and the goods 

that Dona Branca inherited from his father. She became the wife of the captain of Ribeira 

Grande, but in any case, she is an example of a female figure who is not dependent on the male 

element for economic reasons, but only for cultural and legal reasons of the Ancient Regime. 

Although she has no known role in the administration, historical memory avenged her, 

recognizing Ribeira Grande as the captaincy of Dona Branca de Aguiar, following her father's 

death. 

The Donas of the early days of the settlement are generally married women who have 

accompanied their husbands, manorial and royal officials in charge of the administration of the 

islands or daughters of these officers, many already born on the islands, as seems to be the case 

of Dona Branca de Aguiar. Generally speaking, they are members of the gentry and appear in 

the documentation in an oblivious way, almost always alongside their husband or fathers, in 

their traditional roles as wives, mothers or daughters, seeming to live confined in the domestic 

 
1 Monumenta Missionária Africana (MMA), 2ª série, vol. I, doc. 92, carta de D. Manuel a D. Branca de Aguiar, 8 de Abril de 1497, pp. 4579-
580. 
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and private space of the family home where they reside. They emerge in the public space when 

they intervene in notarial acts, supporting the husband in lease agreements, establishing tied 

properties, making requests, wills or signing other official documents. For example, Maria Lopes, 

wife of the Ribeira Grande grantee's captain, Fernão Mendes de Vasconcelos, appears in a 1515 

document, next to her husband, as guarantor of a tenant. Maria Lopes was not dealt with by 

Dona in this document, but her husband's overriding social status, nobleman of the royal house, 

was implicit to her whatever her social situation before marriage. In addition, her dependent 

female condition is accentuated by the fact that she cannot write, having asked a witness to sign 

for her, dysse que porquanto era molher e nam sabya sprever2. 

However, as early as the 16th century we came across some women with individualized 

economic activity who did not live in the shadow of their husbands or fathers. They ran their 

farms or businesses, usually related to the profitable slave trade from the coast of Guinea to 

Santiago and from this island to the various Atlantic routes.3 The marital status of these women 

cannot be ascertained, but they are very likely to be widows. Generally speaking, women are 

found to be extremely active after being widowed; they managed their assets, traded, bought 

and sold cattle or parcels of land, rented real estate and even set up tied properties. These 

women should have some social and economic relevance because they are mentioned by their 

proper names, which is not the case with others referred to in the documentation, such as “the 

wife of João da Noli”, “the wife of Miguel Faleiro”, “the António Vaz's wife,” or “Damião Dias's 

wife” who also placed orders and paid taxes but whose identity is blurred before that of their 

spouse by virtue of their marital status. It can be seen that Antonio de Noli's mother had a farm, 

but we do not know her own name because the property is referred to as “a fazenda da mãe de 

António de Noli”4. 

In the first half of the sixteenth century the female figure that stands out is Dona Brígida de 

Gouveia. Hidalga and resident on the island, was a wealthy landowner in Santiago (Ribeira de 

São Martinho, São Jorge and Trindade).5 Between 1513 and 1514 he armed ships for Guinea in 

partnership with other local shipowners. On a ship that she set up in 1514, we found several 

women who placed orders for slaves off the coast of Guinea: Barbara Correia, Inês Eanes, Isabel 

Sardinha, Miguel Faleiro's wife. Then they paid taxes for those purchases in the islands' 

storeroom6. It is very likely that the noblewoman was an inspiration to other residents and a 

 
2 Corpo Documental II da História Geral de Cabo Verde (HGCV), pp. 222. 
3 Evoquemos algumas dessas mulheres: Isabel Esteves, Inês Eanes, Isabel Sardinha, Catarina de Sousa, Isabel Dinis, Beatriz Fernandes, 
Catarina de Sequeira, Guiomar Gonçalves, Genebra Rodrigues, Catarina Vaz, Bárbara Correia.  
4 Corpo Documental II, (HGCV), pp. 228-229. 
5 MMA, 2ª série, vol. II, doc. 101, Instituição do morgado de Fernão de Lugo, 26 de Junho de 1540, p. 327. 
6 Corpo Documental II, (HGCV), pp. 80-87. 
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model of independent behavior to emulate. However, from 1515, it appears in the 

documentation already married to a powerful shipowner, Fernão de Melo, and the woman who 

armed ships on an equal footing with men seems to have undergone the condition of spouse 

who lets her husband manage her assets. Still on February 3, 1515 received two pieces of slaves 

on the ship Santa Maria da Graça, armed only by her husband. But when this shipowner was 

called to the Kingdom in 1517 to appear before the court because of the embezzlement of the 

Royal Treasury, Dona Brígida continued to manage his business in Santiago, and in 1540 we 

found her selling one of her farms, at Trindade.7 He died in 1543, as can be seen on the 

tombstone of his family's coat of arms, in the chapel of the Holy Spirit Church in the Cidade Velha 

of Santiago.8 

Two landowners who also managed their farms autonomously in the 16th century were Brites 

Taveira and Barbara Correia. We find them in the documentation9 paying the tithe of the land 

to the Royal Treasury, which the Crown imposed on landed property. Barbara Correia paid a tax 

of 22 quintals of cotton in a year, which indicates the possession of a large agrarian property. 

We have already seen that she was ordering slaves in Dona Brígida's frame, which of course she 

would need for the cultivation of his land, but she also sold them abroad, that is, he was also a 

merchant. In 1516 she exported a piece of which he paid 300 tithes.10 Towards the end of the 

century we find Barbara Domingues, who owns movable and immovable property that she 

inherited from the death of her father Domingues Eanes11. 

All of these women seem to have a high degree of autonomy achieved mainly by the possession 

of property, landholdings on which they owned slaves who cultivated, weaved cotton and cared 

for cattle, or urban property they rented, often inherited from death parents or spouses. 

Throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries more data began to emerge about some 

of the heiresses and their active role in the economic, social or religious life of the islands. 

Evidence of this autonomous spirit is manifested in the way some of these heirs made 

resolutions about their private life, their property, deciding who to marry or not, and 

establishing related properties. This was the case of Dona Catarina Monteiro de Queirós. Widow 

of Nicolau Rodrigues, who had no children, created a property linked in the form of morgadio 

that spanned three farms: Boa Entrada, Rebelo and Boa Ventura. She married for the second 

time the island sergeant Garcia de Contreiras who died in 1632.The only daughter she had from 

 
7 MMA, 2ª série, vol. II, doc. 101, Instituição do morgado de Fernão de Lugo, 26 de Junho de 1540, p. 327. 
8 Maria Emília Madeira Santos e Iva Maria Cabral, HGCV, vol. I, p.401. 
9 Corpo Documental II (HGCV), pp. 212 e 245. 
10 Corpo Documental II (HGCV), pp. 212 e 245. 
11 IANTT, Cartório Notarial nº 3, livro de notas nº 9, 14 de Setembro de 1591, fls. 66v-67. 
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his second husband, Francisca de Queirós, inherited the entire estate, known as the Boa 

Ventura.12 Like her mother, this heiress had the prerogative of managing her estate and choosing 

a husband without family coercion. Another similar case was that of Dona Leonor da Costa, 

widow of Pedro Fidalgo de Andrade. Endowed with large pecuniary resources, she bought a farm 

in the public square for 600,000 reis and established it in a chapel called Santa Cruz, and named 

her granddaughter Madalena de Andrade (descendant of her late daughter Catarina de 

Andrade) for her administration. The will she left (1649) reads: 

 […] e tendo filhos machos ou femeas irá correndo por eles, linha direita, para quem for mais 

velho e em falta dela ou de seus filhos à sua irmã, Isabel, correndo por ela e seus filhos e netos 

linha direita na forma dita […] E só em falta do que dito é passará a Pedro, irmão das ditas 

Madalena e Isabel.”13 

The will continues to foresee a number of situations, but the point is that there is no concern 

that a valuable estate such as Santa Cruz would have an heir or a male administration, as was 

the case with the morgadians; on the contrary, the maintenance of property in the family was 

ensured through the female hotline. 

In the field of the implementation of religious and cultural life, the mythical female figure is 

undoubtedly Joana Coelha, whose name was linked to the initial project of the construction of 

the Franciscan Convent of the city of Ribeira Grande and, inherently, to the memory of the 

teaching of chairs Grammar, Latin and Moral Theology taught by the Franciscan friars to the 

children of the islanders. What triggered Joana Coelha's affirmation of her identity was the 

response to the representation made by Bishop D. Frei Lourenço Garro and the Municipal 

Council of Ribeira Grande to the Crown, in the mid-thirties of the 17th century, requesting the 

sending of Religious who able to found a “home for mission” on the island of Santiago. To this 

appeal the Franciscan priests of the Third Order responded, but in the face of the economic 

difficulties the islands were facing, they waited for more than three years to have resources for 

the mission building your convent. However, it was not the landlords but a lady of the local elite, 

Joana Coelha, who was willing to have a monastery built with dormitories and workshops at the 

expense of her farm. Joana Coelha, dona viúva do capitão Fabião de Andrade da Veiga14 had no 

children and donated to the Franciscans all of her property and a large portion of her movable 

assets. Despite being deeply religious, as was expected of the women of the time, Joana Coelha 

also had a deep sense of opportunity and autonomy, and having made quick but well thought 

 
12 Arquivo Histórico Nacional de Cabo Verde (AHN), Livro de Registo dos vínculos e capelas do concelho da Praia, pp. 28-34. Cristiano José 
de Sena BARCELOS, Subsídios para a História de Cabo Verde e Guiné, Parte II, p. 64. 
13 AHN, Livro de Registo dos vínculos e capelas do concelho da Praia, pp. 35-37. 
14 MMA, 2ª série, vol. V, doc. 102, Fundação dos Terceiros Franciscanos na ilha de Santiago (1636-1640), pp. 303-310. 
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out decisions, she volunteered to start building the convent next to a church that had been 

donated to the Franciscans. However, she also knew how to impose conditions: as a gifted she 

would be the patron saint of the convent and in it would be the Religious obliged to give her a 

grave for herself and her late husband in that church. To assert and perpetuate her memory, 

she imposed other obligations after her death, and reserved for them the five thousand 

crusaders: to have her bury with all the pomp possible and the obligation of a daily mass prayed 

and four masses sung annually, “enquanto o mundo durar”15. Masses are no longer prayed and 

sung, but some of the old stones of the Franciscan Convent built by Joana Coelha can still be 

seen in the Cidade Velha of Santiago de Cabo Verde. 

Not all widows could dispose of inherited property at their discretion, only those who had no 

children since half of their father's inheritance belonged to them. In fact, one of the functions 

that widowed wives did not abdicate was the tutoring of their minor children by causing the 

oversight of their assets, as can be seen in numerous petitions.16 At times these assets brought 

with it the consequences of the penalties that had been applied to their spouses in life, with 

women being the victims of their husbands' reprehensible actions and being severely penalized 

after their husbands' deaths. It was the case of Dona Margarida Pedrosa de Andrade Barros who 

was forced to fight in court for her rights for several years. Successor and administrator, by the 

death of her father, of three chapels, "Picos da Casa", "Flamencos" and "Furna", married the 

reinol Manuel Franco da Silva, colonel of a Regiment of Santiago. These linked properties were 

kidnapped and seized after her husband's arrest for his conviction in the assassination of the 

ouvidor-geral Sebastião Bravo Botelho in 1728.17 Dona Margarida received only half of the free 

assets for her livelihood and that of six children and the part belonging to her to the colonel her 

husband was in storage awaiting royal order. Already a widow, she fought bravely for the 

restoration of her land, arguing for the dissolution of the marriage bond and the absence of laws 

to force her to pay for the crimes her late husband had committed. She disputed the decision to 

surrender only half of the couple's movable property and also succeeded in surrendering the 

bonds she had inherited from his father18. Indeed, the Ordenações do Reino were clear in this 

regard: “E morto o marido a mulher fica em posse e cabeça de casal se com ele ao tempo de sua 

morte vivia em casa teúda e manteúda como marido e mulher19. 

 
15 Ibidem. 
16 Alguns exemplos: Dona Antónia de Valdovesso foi autorizada a ser tutora e administradora dos bens dos seus três filhos menores (1732). 
Dona Catarina de Sousa Barradas (1770), Dona Maria da Paz Espínola (1790), Dona Isabel de Barros de Oliveira (1793); Dona Maria da Silva 
do Espírito Santo (1800), Dona Ana Maria da Fonseca (1800), Dona Maria da Fonseca Barros (1801) e Dona Maria Serafina de Santa (1801) 
foram viúvas tutoras que administraram os bens dos seus filhos. 
17 Sobre este acontecimento ver: Maria Teresa Avelino Pires, O Município nas ilhas de Cabo Verde - Séculos XV a XVIII, pp. 173-175. 
18 Arquivo Histórico Ultramarino (AHU), Cabo Verde, cx. 15, doc. 41, petição de D. Margarida Pedrosa de Andrade Barros e parecer do 
sindicante João Barroso Pereira, 30 de Janeiro de 1734. 
19 Ordenações Manuelinas, Liv. IV, Tit. VII, & 1. Ordenações Filipinas, Tit. XCVI, preâmbulo. 
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It is with Dona Isabel de Barros Bezerra that we find the first female figure who can be 

considered a “political woman”. A native of Santiago, she was the granddaughter of António de 

Barros Bezerra (I), a Madeiran noble family who settled on the island of Santiago around 1636 

and became the patriarch of one of the most powerful local houses in the second half of the 

17th century, noticed in the documentation of the first half of seventeenth century hundred as 

“the house of Dona Isabel”, with due prominence for the power, influence and all the “symbolic 

capital” that the term house contains. Dona Isabel had married the Portuguese Rodrigo de 

Oliveira da Fonseca, a military man who arrived in Santiago around 1685 and in 1707 was 

appointed governor of Cape Verde. Having died about three months after this appointment, it 

is Dona Isabel who will continue the powerful house begun by her grandfather giving it a very 

personal imprint, given by power, by the prestige of a governor's widow, by the possession of a 

great assets and influence, even in the Court. 

However, following the social and political upheaval following the French fire and destruction of 

the city of Santiago in 1712, Dona Isabel's house exceeded all boundaries and has since acquired 

a rather negative image. Like all the powerful and earthly families on the island, she took refuge 

on her farm, but unlike the rest that only sought safety, Dona Isabel's house, being the most 

powerful, armed her slaves and forros by forming a real armed force and nurtured clientele that 

provoked conflicts with the central authorities in the ensuing years. Pacification was only 

achieved after two royal orders: one requiring the ouvidor-geral to notify Dona Isabel that she 

would be subject to prosecution if she did not expel all criminals from her home and farm; 

another, ordering the arrest of the chief captain of Praia village, his relative and ally who had led 

two of that municipality's uprisings against the governor.20 

For two decades Dona Isabel's house maneuvered the local political life and was always able to 

have elected for municipal councils their family members and supporters.21 She was able to 

extend his power to the contiguous coast of Guinea by taking over the office of Captain General 

of Cacheu, successively at the hands of his firstborn, António de Barros Bezerra (II), his son-in-

law, João Pereira de Carvalho, and other supporters. Internally, Dona Isabel's political strategy 

was to promote the marriage of daughters, Maria de Oliveira and Maria Semeda, respectively 

with the Portuguese João Pereira de Carvalho and Marcos Barbosa da Cunha, both colonels of a 

Santiago Regiment. The marriage strategy achieved two objectives: to keep its descendants 

racially white and to control the entire local military structure since of the three colonel posts in 

 
20 AHU, Conselho Ultramarino, Códice 486, fls. 45vº-46 e 49-49vº, cartas régias de 3 de Julho e 30 de Agosto de 1719. Mais pormenores em 
Maria Teresa Avelino Pires, O Município … pp. 170-176. 
21 Ibidem, quadro nº 12, p. 191. 
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Santiago, the third was already occupied by his second son, Pedro Cardoso do Amaral. For its 

firstborn prepared a higher flight, the government of Cape Verde. 

However, Dona Isabel's house suffered some setbacks in the late twenties and thirties: the 

deaths of the firstborn, one of his sons-in-law and the long stay of another son-in-law in the 

Cacheu government. In the following years the house sought to erase the negative image to 

which it was linked, but it is only in the forties that it can regain power and influence by 

reinforcing its social prestige through marital alliances with the family of governor João Zuzarte 

de Santa Maria. The marriage strategy followed was the marriage of his granddaughter, Dona 

Antonia de Barros Pereira de Carvalho, with Francisco Assis de Santa Maria, the governor's son, 

while preparing a new political feat for his grandson, António de Barros Bezerra (III) de Oliveira, 

whose outcome he could not attend because he died. 

If Dona Isabel de Barros Bezerra was the female figure who distinguished herself in the island 

history of the first half of seven hundred, the second half of the eighteenth century was marked 

by the personality of Dona Violante Freire de Andrade. The documentary records do not value 

neither of them, only focus on the negative aspects of their actions, while presenting them as 

powerful and acting women. A white skin and other, mixed, both acted as counter-models of 

women's idealized portrait of the time. 

Dona Violante Freire de Andrade belonged to another powerful house, the Freire de Andrade. 

Sister of Bartolomeu Rodrigues Soeiro and João Freire de Andrade, men of local governance and 

military power,22 married Portuguese Manuel Gonçalves de Carvalho. The marriage seems to 

have been favorable to both parties. Manuel Gonçalves de Carvalho was a poor man, born in 

Trás-os-Montes who, barely arrived in Santiago, joined and progressed well in the local military 

career and with the marriage became part of a landowning family, owners of several farms. 

Dona Violante Freire de Andrade became part of the private sphere of the governor, as Manuel 

Gonçalves de Carvalho was the chief military assistant of the governor, and to be invited diligent 

with her husband in gatherings at the official residence and dinners and card games which often 

took place in the house of the governor but also in the Freire de Andrade.23 

The sources allow us to glimpse a beautiful, rich and ambitious, pleasure-giving mestizo woman, 

capable of all the cunning to deal with the holders of power and nicknamed “Ana Bolena of Cape 

Verde” for imputing mancebia with the governor Bartolomeu de Sousa Brito Tigre, which 

seemed to bother neither husband nor brother. A source at the time wrote: “esta terra é 

 
22 Ibidem, quadros nº 12 e 25, pp. 310-316.  
23 Maria Teresa Avelino Pires, A Ascensão de Manuel Gonçalves de Carvalho a governador interino das ilhas de Cabo Verde (1751-1769), p. 
21. 
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governada pela cabeça de uma mulher cristã-nova e casada chamada Dona Violante Freire de 

Andrade, publicamente amancebada com o governador.”24 Indeed, her manipulations can be 

unveiled behind various decisions of Governor Bartolomeu de Sousa Brito Tigre. Just the 

example of a theatrical event that occurred in 1764, following a conflict involving Dona Violante 

with Dona Leonor Moniz Ferreira, daughter of a deceased captain. The governor resolved the 

issue in an unusual way by having Dona Leonor and her three sisters imprisoned, taken between 

two wings of soldiers to the jail for eleven days, and then exiled out of town.25 

Despite remaining at the center of local political life for years to come, after Governor 

Bartolomeu de Sousa Brito Tigre's term, Dona Violante Freire de Andrade ran his farm in 

Zambuna, where she had slaves and cultivated cotton and with it made manufactured clothing. 

His brother wrote in a petition: D. Violante era senhora de uma casa em que diariamente 

ocupava o melhor de 100 escravos.26  By this time, in the throes of slave society, no landlord had 

so many slaves on his farm. The cotton cloths, the so-called bretanhas, gave Dona Violante huge 

profits by serving as currency in case of scarcity or deprivation of metallic money in the islands. 

During the time when her husband and brother were imprisoned in court following serious 

misconduct during an interim government they led from 1767-1769, she was a prosecutor for 

the defendants and worked hard for her release. He partnered with the administrator of the 

Grão-Pará and Maranhão Company, António José de Carvalho, and agreed to purchase the 

cloths manufactured on his farm to pay the military's salaries, a charge that the Grão-Pará and 

Maranhão Company had assumed in a conditions of their islands administration contract and 

which should be made in cash. The torpedoing of this process of remuneration allowed Dona 

Violante to gather and dispose of large capitals and move influences, even in court, which 

allowed her to secure the release of her husband and brother. In the expression of a source, it 

was: 

  […]  mulher sagaz e poderosa, já com dádivas, já com afagos, teve tão grande arte para aliciar 

aqueles mesmos que haviam jurado nas devassas contra o coronel seu irmão e contra o seu 

marido que as testemunhas se retrataram com motivos frívolos e ela conseguiu as atestações e 

justificações que quis na Corte, a favor dos réus, conseguindo que saíssem inocentes.27 

Violante Freire de Andrade was a free woman who contravened all the parameters of the female 

coeval archetype, but in practicing adultery, a situation that was not well tolerated in the social 

group to which she belonged, was left with a dishonorable nickname, forever and properly, 

 
24Ibidem, p. 23. 
25Ibidem. 
26 AHU, Cabo Verde, cx. 45, doc. 26, petição do coronel João Freire de Andrade, ant. 6 de Abril de 1789. 
27AHU, Cabo Verde, cx. 42, doc. 53. Maria Teresa Avelino Pires, A Ascensão …, p. 55. 
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except for the memory of Ana Bolena that was so badly treated by the historians. It should be 

noted that the environment of sexual freedom that has characterized the islands since the 

beginning of the settlement was the prerogative of men fromall social classes, and it was not a 

behavior that was admitted to the women of the local elite. This duality of criteria was broadly 

justified in the Ancient Regime, just as some authors of the time claimed. For example, one 

author stated (Juan de Zabaleta, 1654: 74) that “a adúltera não tinha perdão, mesmo que o 

marido a tratasse mal e lhe fosse continuamente infiel.” A humanist stated (Juan Luis Vives, 

1555: 74) that “o adultério masculino não é tão pecaminoso como o feminino; isto porque o 

homem leva uma vida activa e tem de guardar muitos valores, a mulher só tem que guardar a 

castidade”.28 In the social environment in which the Donas moved, what was expected of them, 

after the canonical marriage practiced with all the rites of the Catholic Church and sealed by 

oath, was marital fidelity. 

Another reality was cohabitation between singles, a situation that was not censored, even when 

practiced by the local elite Donas. Take a look at some cases:  The ouvidor-geral Sebastião Bravo 

Botelho during his tenure on the islands (1724-1728) lived with a white woman named Maria 

Moniz who belonged to a family of the local elite. She was the sister of Mateus Moniz da Silva 

who was second municipal judge in 1726 and colonel of a Santiago Regiment. Years later we find 

the governor Bento Gomes Coelho (whose mandate occurred between 1733 and 1737) living 

with Dona Maria Moniz. It is known that they had a daughter because in 1742 a royal letter 

ordered that a daughter of the former governor Bento Gomes Coelho be referred to the Court 

and that “a mãe da menina era Dona Maria Moniz da Silva.”29 

The most interesting case was that of Governor Marcelino António Basto, also single. Having 

arrived in Santiago in 1777 as scribe of the Royal Treasury, he cohabitated with Maria Gomes 

Quaresma from whom he had three children he legitimized: Dona Matildes Balbina Basto, Dona 

Violante Sabina Basto and Luís António Basto. I have not found data on this woman, but the 

nickname Quaresma allows her to be identified as belonging to a local elite family, with 

members participating in senior civil and military positions. The union was locally recognized, 

the daughters treated by Donas, and perhaps because of all this, Marcelino Basto had to face 

legal proceedings in 1789 over a marriage contract he had entered into in the Kingdom before 

settling in Santiago. Having been appointed governor of Cape Verde in 1796, he asked for the 

legitimation of all his children, including another daughter, Dona Maria Emiliana Basto, who had 

 
28Citados por C. R. Boxer, A Mulher na Expansão Ultramarina Ibérica, p. 138. 
29AHU, Cabo Verde, cx. 19, doc. 17, carta do juiz-ouvidor de 21 de Janeiro de 1743 e carta régia de 12 de Fevereiro de 1742. 
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had a woman named Antónia da Silva30, whose family could not be identified. He succeeded in 

shaping all his children before he died on the island in 1802 in his second term as governor. 

As for the slaves, they were taken to the islands of Cape Verde, which were part of the captive 

contingents rescued off the coast of Guinea. These were grouped in lots, without gender 

discrimination, and then proceeded to the customs of the islands for tax clearance. The slaves 

who belonged to the residents who ordered them were usually on the islands, but but most of 

it was intended for re-exportation to the foreign market as required by the law of supply and 

demand. The value of an adult slave did not differ from the price of a male captive of the same 

age since the cost of each piece was considered as a function of age, logically worth a young 

adult more than an elderly person or a child. Hence the cataloging of slaves into three categories, 

moça, mulher e velha for the payment of taxes. Sometimes a girl (moça) was handed over for 

settlement of the twenty, thus serving as currency for payment of this tax.31  

A significant number of slaves remained on the islands and were distributed in rural or urban 

areas. In rural areas they were the indispensable labor force for the manufacture of cotton, 

cheese, butter and food. The most lucrative values of their work came from the hand-woven 

cotton cloths that served as bargaining chips for the purchase of slaves on the Guinea Rivers. In 

urban areas they lived in their owners' homes, assisting the Donas, the enslaver’s wives, in 

housework, especially in the kitchen. 

We are talking about a slave-born society, born from the ground up in an unpopulated area, 

where the bulk of the early white settlers would not have taken their women into a numerical 

preponderance of the male over the female element in the dominant ethnic strata. The male 

demographic predominance had as its counterpoint, in the dominated layer, a large mass of 

black slaves, resulting from the commercial expansion that had led to a large influx of slaves and 

re-exportation of the predominant male component outwardly. Not surprisingly, the colonists' 

consequent sexual interest in the slaves (later the chafer), and the atmosphere of freedom of 

manners has manifested itself since the beginning of the settlement with the consequent 

outbursts. Whether they were noble knights, clerics, or simple folk, the concubinages in which 

they engaged with the slaves triggered from the outset the process of miscegenation of island 

society. 

Resulting from these unions between the white settlers and the black slaves are the illegitimate 

children, designated “natural” in the documentation. The processes of legitimation of the 

children resulting from these relationships are extremely illuminating of the naturalness with 

 
30 AHU, Cabo Verde, cx. 53, doc. 86, petição de Marcelino António Basto, ant. 22 de Outubro de 1822. 
31 Corpo Documental II, HGCV, pp. 54 e 56. 
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which the situation lived and accepted in the islands was faced. The following are some 

examples that cover the most varied social categories of the male parents of these natural 

children: slave Luzia had a son of a royal knight who named him Gaspar da Costa, “always had 

him raised and treated as a son and by Jorge da Costa's son was known to all people”; In 1557, 

already holding the status of neighbor-resident and a member of local governance for being part 

of the municipal council, Gaspar da Costa asks the king and gets his legitimacy, having all the 

honors, privileges, freedoms and your father's nobility.32  

From a mass clergyman had a son his slave Guiomar Madeira, having been freed by him; but the 

cleric died without making an instrument of legitimation to his son, who, being an affluent man, 

asks for his legitimacy, claiming “motivo de honras e poder entrar nos ofícios e as mais cousas 

que se punham nas legitimações,33 what he can get in 1556. Isabel Vaz, daughter of slave 

Margarida Vaz and pilot captain Leonardo Vaz, was legitimized by her father so that she could 

inherit his farm.34 Helena Rodrigues, daughter of the estante João Rodrigues and her slave, was 

legitimized by her father so that she could inherit all the assets she left after her death.35 We are 

not interested here to extrapolate whether these relations were of unilateral domain or mutual 

agreement between them the parties but the truth was that they represented a social 

promotion not only for the children, legitimized or not, who almost always received means to 

support themselves and to be recognized with dignity, but also for the slaves who acquired the 

manumission, becoming the status of forras, or that is, free women, meaning what is 

conceptualized as women's freedom at the time. 

The situation is recurring over the following centuries, despite the punctual dispatching of the 

Kingdom's deported white women to the islands as it seems to have occurred in 1620. On this 

date, a royal charter ordered that women who used to deport themselves to be sent to Cape 

Verde “a fim de que se extinga quanto possível a raça de mulatos.”36 Measures unsuccessful 

because situations of interracial relations by mancebia or cohabitation remained until the 

extinction of the slave society. 

It was mainly the bishops or some newcomer authority on the islands who reacted to 

concubinage situations, especially when they involved married men and slave young. For 

example, in 1696, Bishop D. Victoriano Portuense ordered a slave to be deported, indignant at 

the “illicit and scandalous friendship” that a cavalry captain “married and principal”, in his 

 
32 IANTT, Chancelaria de D. João III, Perdões e Legitimações, liv. 27, fl. 279 v., 22 de Maio de 1557. 
33 IANTT, Idem, Idem, liv. 26, fl. 181 v., 26 de Novembro de 1556. 
34 IANTT, Idem, Idem, liv. 12, fl. 131, 19 de Janeiro de 1547. 
35 IANTT, Idem, idem, liv. 15, fl. 309 v., 22 de Maio de 1551. 
36 Christiano José de Senna Barcellos, Subsídios para a História de Cabo Verde e Guiné, Parte I, p. 210. 
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words, maintained with this slave girl. However, the councilmen, who are also constantly 

violating the norms of marital fidelity, such as the men of the local elite who elected them, 

decided to sympathize with their fellow municipal and to challenge ecclesiastical power. They 

embargoed the order of the Bishop on the basis of a royal charter that declared that he could 

not leave the island guilty without being sentenced. The governor, António Gomes Mena, was 

forced to intervene asking the Crown to sanction the decision of the Bishop "to serve as reform 

and the good of the salvation of souls."37. 

Such a “reformation and the good of the salvation of souls” could hardly be made because many 

clerics continued to maintain their young slave, thus collaborating in the environment of sexual 

permissiveness that involved even the highest figures of the religious hierarchy. In 1733, the 

newly arrived governor Bento Gomes Coelho denounced the Portuguese priest António de 

Andrade Figueira, who served as vicar general of the islands for the absence of the Bishop, for 

being “escandalosamente amancebado com uma escrava sua chamada Patrícia”38. Shortly 

thereafter the same governor was already living with a local elite dona. The priest Gregório 

Freire de Andrade, who was a master of Grammar and Latin until 1745 and later vicar general 

of the islands, had two sons from his slave girl Innocence: Dona Jerónima Martins Freire and 

Damião Freire de Andrade. They were educated at home as members of the local elite. Dona 

Jerónima was raised with all honors to the point of having a chaplain who was going to pray 

mass at her home. When his father died, without testament, the canon's nephews (Colonel João 

Freire de Andrade, Dona Violante and another sister) seized his possessions, leaving them in a 

painful situation.39 Damião Freire de Andrade would have to star in sad episodes of local history. 

Regarding the concubinage with slaves, one of the most perverse of marital fidelity and Christian 

moral behavior that the ecclesiastical authorities would like to see practiced was Governor João 

Zuzarte de Santa Maria. During his long rule (1742–1751) he became involved in a number of 

lurid situations. The ouvidor-geral reported in 1749 that because of the jealousy of the slave 

Brázia, with whom he maintained “illicit treatment”, the governor sent three slaves of his own 

to kill a man suspected of relating to the slave. From another slave named Maria Saturday the 

governor had two sons and one of them, already seven years old, sat at the See, in a cochin next 

to the governor40, to the despair of the ouvidor-geral who regulated the protocol of personal 

seats during the liturgies. 

 
37 AHU, Cabo Verde, cx. 8, docs. 726, consulta do Conselho Ultramarino, 20 de Novembro de 1696 e carta do governador António Gomes 
Mena de 2 de Agosto de 1696 e resolução régia de 23 de Novembro de 1696. 
38 AHU, Cabo Verde, cx. 15, doc. 26, carta do governador Bento Gomes Coelho e petição do cónego João Barbosa Barros, 12 de Agosto de 
1733. 
39 AHU, Idem, cx. 47, doc. 9, petição do tenente João Barbosa de Azevedo, ant. 17 de Março de 1791. 
40 AHU, Idem, cx. 22, docs. 90 e 91, consulta do Conselho Ultramarino e carta do ouvidor-geral de 31 de Julho de 1749. 
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By this time (mid-eighteenth century) the number of forras had already surpassed that of slaves 

and the slave society was slowly disintegrating. The data come from 1731 marking the tendency 

for the predominance of the liner social group over the slave population in all islands.41 Being 

intrinsic to the slave society, the manumission processes have been found since the dawn of the 

formation of the insular society, it seems to us that in a rather formal way, initially, by simple 

detachment of the slaves, as seen in the above cases, and that we find more explicitly in a 1562 

will. Tester Duarte Rodrigues had freed some slaves on his São Domingos farm when he married 

Dona Catarina de Andrade and was awake among the nubents that his "natural" sons would 

already be heirs with their it had, and all would share the goods equally. Names three slaves 

whose children he had: Antonia (mother of her son Bernardo), Inês (mother of her children 

Isabel and Diogo Duarte) and Domingas Rodrigues, mother of her daughter Maria Duarte, as 

follows:  

[…] as quais estão em minha fazenda de São Domingos e porque elas têm algumas peças (leia-

se escravos) que adquiriram depois de forras e podem fazer dúvida, se são suas ou não, declaro 

que pelo tempo que estou, que é de falar verdade, que as peças que são suas […] mando que se 

lhes não bulham com elas porque não é razão nem justiça. 

Antonia had three slaves, two women and one man and Agnes had four slaves, three women 

and one man. But it is the third slave Domingas Rodrigues (note the tester's nickname), who 

leaves a plot of land with slaves and a weaver, also a slave, and recommends:  

[…] que lhe deem maiores terras para lavrar, se ela maior as quiser […] porque isto e muito mais 

lhe devo pelo muito serviço que dela tenho recebido e pela criação com que criou meus filhos 

legítimos depois da morte de sua mãe Catarina de Andrade.42  

Note the complexification, on the one hand, of social relations in the island community; on the 

other hand, some chambers do not seem to contest but adopt the slave model, having slaves in 

their dependence as they had been slaves of masters and their wives, thus achieving a social 

promotion for themselves and their children made possible by the economic independence that 

ownership of land and production instruments provide. 

If, in these cases, the transition from slaves to the juridical and social status of chariots occurs 

in relation to women who had children of their slave masters, other reasons can be found for 

manumission, especially in wills: affective attachment to godchildren, among the slaves of 

creation; the concern for the salvation of the soul; remorse at the end of life or near the time of 

 
41 Maria Teresa Avelino Pires, O Município … p. 257. Cfr. Quadros de distribuição populacional, pp. 255-262. 
42 AHN, Livro de Registo dos vínculos e capelas …, pp. 5-26. 
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death and, towards the end of the eighteenth century, for difficulties in sustaining them during 

periods of drought and famine; finally, by the action of the slaves themselves who with their 

money bought their letter of manumission. 

The first letter of manumission found in the documentation dates from December 1717. In this 

letter Manuel Gomes and his wife Domingas Dias stated that among the possessions they owned 

was a three-year-old slave who “criaram com muito amor e como filha e pelo mesmo amor 

aforravam para todo o sempre a dita Ana de toda a sujeição e cativeiro.”43 It should be noted 

that they imposed one condition: that of being a slave in their lives and only after their deaths 

would the slave Ana be a forra. Later, on July 20, 1748, the already widowed Domingas Dias 

releases the slave Luzia, daughter of the slave Ana Gomes, declaring that she could move 

anywhere, without embarrassment, as she was. It is assumed that Ana Gomes would be the 

protected slave who had obtained her conditioned manumission 31 years earlier. The same 

widow  also set free a series of children in November 1755, declaring that as quer forrar por obra 

pia44. 

These are examples of privileged forras because most would have a difficult existence linked to 

the work of the field; In the city, they must have an unstable life when they were not servants, 

serving as bargains, watering holes, or engaging in prostitution. It is very likely that they 

dreamed like São Tomé forras (Caldeira, 1997: 109), that marriage or stable mance would give 

them the chance of social ascension.45 

One cannot fail to mention the extraordinary case of the Beatriz Vaz. She was a slave who “broke 

free for her money.” This expression was in her letter of liberty, which was unfortunately not 

attached to the quoted document. It cannot be ascertained how it has accumulated so many 

resources. The truth is that he instituted a property linked in the form of capela where he had 

built a chapel, that of Our Lady of the Rosary, which gave the name to the property. It consisted 

of sowing lands with eleven pieces of slaves, dwelling houses at the Monfaleiro site and a corral 

set up at the Castelo site (Santiago). As she had no heirs, she appointed a clerk of the village of 

Praia to the chapel administration, a person whom he trusted and whom he appointed by his 

executor, who should after his death appoint other honorable and conscientious persons for the 

conservation of his chapel.  It seems that this happened until the abolition of ties in the 

nineteenth century.46 

 
43AHU, Cabo Verde, cx. 26, doc. 81. Instrumento público de carta de alforria. 
44 Ibidem.  
45 Arlindo Caldeira, Mulheres, Sexualidade e Casamento no arquipélago de São Tomé e Príncipe nos séculos XV a XVIII, p.109. 
46 AHN, Livro de Registo dos vínculos e capelas … , pp. 75-76. 
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One activity in which some women were celebrated in the memories of the cape Verdean islands 

was in the treatment of diseases, especially malaria, the so-called “disease of the earth”. 

Although doctors and surgeons have been documented since the mid-sixteenth century, and 

almost always apothecaries with their well-prepared apothecaries, malaria and other maladies 

of the same tipology were mainly treated by women, locally referred as “curadeiras”. Those 

women knew the healing herbs and other medicinal products of the islands and with them made 

their little cups that they applied to the sick. In 1818 the reign Lucas de Seine affirmed that these 

women were wise in the manner and in the application of their medicines.47 One became 

famous, Madalena, locally known as Lela, who treated her own apothecary, Manuel Joaquim 

Bento, annually. This reinol was considered excellent apothecary and better in surgery than the 

local Professor, but despite counting more than eleven years of residence in Santiago almost 

every year he got sick of malaria and nobody cured him but the mentioned Madalena. 

Another curadeira that remained in island memory was Antonia Spencer, owner of houses, 

slaves and businesses, wealthy owner for the environment. She definitely cured the Frenchman 

Pedro Sourubier, a deposed French Jacobin in Santiago, where he became clerk of one of the 

richest men in the town. The French Jacobin was about to die twice and Antony Spencer was 

always treated by him, whom he eventually married.48 

I conclude this study, with the evocation of Maria José, at the beginning of the nineteenth 

century, a native of Santiago, with no identifying nickname. Famous for speaking correctly three 

foreign languages, English, French and Dutch, skills that gave her the power to interpret 

foreigners who demanded the ports of Santiago, providing valuable services not only to foreign 

commandos and crew, but also the community. Her career ended in 1811 because he 

participated in the riots that took place in Praia this year. In fact, they were demonstrations of 

the residents of Ribeira Grande who advanced to the village of Praia where the governor resided, 

to be heard because of the increase in taxes. Maria Jose was arrested, tried and sentenced to 

deportation to the island of Maio but as reported by Chelmicki & Varnhagen (1841: 228) “teve 

a honra de ser transportada numa fragata de guerra inglesa ao seu degredo.49 

These nineteenth-century women are part of another category, a mass of commoners who can 

no longer be categorized as forras because they have never been slaves, although they may have 

a more or less distant ancestor with this social condition. Slaves are disappearing as a social 

group with the manumission, and to elite women the triumphant Revolução Liberal (1820) will 

 
47 Manuel Roiz Lucas de Sena, Dissertação sobre as ilhas de Cabo Verde, p. 87. 
48 Ibidem, p. 83. 
49 Carlos Chelmicki e Francisco Adolfo de Varnhagem, Corografia Caboverdiana …, Tomo II, 1841, p. 228. 
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demand stricter moral, sexual and civic behavior and, consequently, a much larger dependence 

on the male element than it had in the Ancient Regime. Contradictions of the century that 

contains the synergies of major structural changes and advocates the emergence of the feminist 

movement.  
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